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The vulnerability of the education sector to the risks of political instability became clearly evident during the flare-up of violence following the disputed 2007 presidential elections in Kenya. Whereas universities especially in the developing world have often been seen as breeding grounds for radical political ideas and student activism, the postelection violence in Kenya directly affected university education, on a scale no other event has in the country’s history. And, for the first time, the crisis facing education generally, and higher education specifically, showed clear ethnic manifestations.

Because universities are located in geographical areas dominated by specific ethnic communities, professors perceived to belong to different communities other than the dominant ones saw their homes burned and were evicted or forced to flee. Their businesses were destroyed. Institutions remained closed for the fear that having students on campus would aggravate the situation by taking sides. The state dreaded such a specter; yet, it had a pervasive desire to demonstrate a quick return to normalcy. Thus, institutions choosing to open had to come up with innovative measures to forestall any violence.

In the midst of the chaos Kenyatta University, the country’s second-largest university, decided to open by putting in place measures to manage possible student unrest and staff restiveness. This policy entailed joint meetings of administrative and academic staff, a temporary ban on social groupings and meetings, counseling services for students and staff directly affected, holding talks with the local community where some students were housed so as not to be hostile to students from other ethnic groups, and a waiver of mandatory full-fee payment requirement before admission of students. Other universities (e.g., Maseno University) postponed opening by four months—more than the duration of a full semester. The University of Nairobi opened a month later than schedule but months—more than the duration of a full semester. The otherwise objective report failed to bring out the deeper dynamics of typical public behavior as an offshoot of a highly politicized and ethnicized bureaucracy that runs directly counter to the university’s mission. The University World News’ report failed to appreciate the close political linkage between public institutions and the political leadership of the day. Despite the much-hyped reforms in 2003, vice chancellors in Kenya remain political appointees beholden to the government and, naturally, remain politically compliant.

A direct outcome of this political compliance is a continued ethnicization of university administration, with the appointment of key university personnel from members of one ethnic community and region remaining a key feature. The ethnic bond serves both sides equally: the political patrons find avenues for rewarding their supporters while the administrator also finds an opportunity to create a strong base of loyal academics and administrators from his or her own ethnic stronghold. With loyal members, one faces little difficulty in manipulating the university senate and the council.

Controlling the mainstream administration is but one step in containing, or at least placating, internal opposition. The top management also needs to control student politics. Again, this takes a familiarly predictable pattern: influencing the election of students from specific ethnic blocks to the student leadership. However, widespread concerns arise that the university administration is already tribalized, the task proves trickier. Some public universities have openly tried to influence the election of student leaders from specific ethnic communities. In one university in 2007, such efforts boomeranged as students from a dozen other communities united to vote against the preferred candidates. As a result, the ethnic composition of the student leadership at a particular university contrasts sharply with that of the university administration. One need not go far to see how averse the university administration is to diversity. Statistics on lecturers sacked as a result of the 2006 faculty strike at one particular university provide sufficient proof. Virtually none of the lecturers were from one region of the country, dominated by specific ethnic groups. The action was therefore widely condemned as ethnicized dismissal. Hiring procedures are, to a great degree, ethnically influenced.

**Academic Freedom**

One of the responses by Kenyatta University to contain possible backlash was to restrict lecturers in particular disciplines from teaching specific topics or giving particular examples—a clear gagging of academic freedom. Equally, banning social
meetings (even if only temporarily) is an infringement on individual rights of association. It is insincere that such meetings can be banned when students from one ethnic community heavily represented in university administration are able to caucus freely in the offices of these administrators and lecturers. The many examples of insincerity on the campus are further evident in the caution staff received against using their mother tongue. It is common knowledge in the country that the members of one ethnic community have almost institutionalized the use of mother tongue in what are otherwise public offices in the three years of the current administration.

Clearly, some of the measures amount to bribery. Kenyatta University is known to normally insist on a 100 percent fees payment before admission. However, this time around, to court students, this condition has been waived. Students are therefore happy because they have been given a reprieve where they are most vulnerable: finances. Any pacification, as in Kenyatta’s case, that ameliorates students’ financial burden is one of the most powerful tools of appeasement. Unfortunately, for Kenyatta, as soon as normalcy returns, the waiver is likely to be dispensed with. And this may just bring more trouble on campus.

---

**New Publications**


A historical and contemporary analysis of Turkish higher education, this volume combines analysis with recommendations for the organization reform of Turkish higher education by two key Turkish higher education experts.


A detailed analysis of faculty unionization, the problems of part-time and other teachers at the lower end of the academic hierarchy in the United States, the issues facing students and their efforts to unionize in higher education, this book takes a partisan approach to these themes. It is, however, one of the few books to discuss the problems faced by a large number of professionals in American colleges and universities.


Written from an American perspective, this book provides a thorough discussion of the role of the academic dean in higher education. The author, an experienced dean himself, provides a discussion of the role of dean and practical suggestions for successful performance. Among the themes discussed are the constituents of a dean, the dean’s staff, leadership, career paths, and related topics.


A reconsideration of policy areas in South African higher education, this volume provides a research-based analysis of key sectors. Among the themes analyzed in the book are public funding and its problems, information and communications technology, institutional governance and public accountability, institutional culture, access issues for adult learners, and problems of change in higher education.


Student mobility is the most important part of the internationalization of higher education. This volume is the first one that carefully analyzes student mobility mainly in developing countries. Case studies of India, Indonesia, Egypt, and South Africa are included, along with general considerations of global student circulation and a discussion of the impact of the EU’s Bologna and Lisbon strategies.


The focus of this volume of the World Yearbook of Higher Education is higher education. The chapters are unified by a critical perspective on higher education developments worldwide. Among the themes discussed are internationalization, transnational academic flows of both students and faculty, private higher education, GATS and WTO, academic leadership, and others.


A wide-ranging discussion of the underlying factors of higher education globalization, including broad economic forces, the rise of the for-profit sector, information technology, and others, this book links these factors to higher education developments in general and to student mobility in particular. The author, a researcher and policymaker in Turkey, brings a global perspective to this discussion.